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Quick Quotes
Key Senator Blasts January 6, 2022 Speeches by Biden and
Harris

Lindsay Graham
GageSkidmore
“The speeches by President Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris were an effort to resurrect a failed
presidency more than marking the anniversary of a dark day in American history.”  

Senator Lindsay Graham (R-S.C.) wasn’t alone in condemning the attack on the Capitol by
demonstrators one year ago. But he pointed to Republican colleagues who aptly labeled the Biden and
Harris speeches as an attempt to deflect attention away from their failing administration. 

Georgia Candidate for Governor Favored by Left-leaning
Groups 
“I don’t think anyone could call Stacey Abrams a moderate.”

Making a second run to become Georgia’s governor, Stacey Abrams is favored by all types of extreme-
left-leaning groups. But the leader of progressive advocacy group “She the People” Aimee
Allison believes Abrams should be classified as a progressive who holds the same views as Senator
Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.).  

Washington Post Reports Pelosi Has Decided to Step Down
After 2022 Midterms
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Marianna Sotomayor
twitter/mariannaSotomayor
“After almost 19 years as House Democratic leader, Speaker Nancy Pelosi is expected to step down at
the close of this Congress.”

Calling her leadership “historic,” Washington Post columnist Marianna Sotomayor lauded Pelosi for
“trying to end George W. Bush’s Iraq War, implementing President Obama’s signature health-care law,
impeaching President Donald Trump twice, and squeezing President Biden’s sweeping agenda through
a narrowly controlled House.” Sotomayor listed as possible replacements Representatives Hakeem
Jeffries (D-N.Y.), Steny Hoyer (D-Md.), and James Clyburn (D-S.C.).

In Hong Kong, Anti-Communist News Sources Close Their
Doors 
“We all love this place. Regrettably, what was ahead for us is not just pouring rains or blowing winds,
but hurricanes and tsunamis.” 

A spokesman at Citizen News announced its closure, in which it will join the pro-democracy Apple
Daily newspaper and the similarly inclined online Stand News. The communist leadership of Hong Kong
is tightening its grip almost daily.

Business Is Booming at the Only Gun Store in Beverly Hills   
“This morning, I sold six shotguns in about an hour to people that say ‘I want a home defense shotgun.’
This is very sad. We’re used to this community being like Mayberry.”

The owner of the only place to buy a gun in posh Beverly Hills, Russell Stuart told Los Angeles
Magazine that his customers were increasingly fearful of the many “smash-and-grab” robberies that
have become common in this very liberal but wealthy area.

Time Magazine’s Man of the Year Opposes Vaccine Mandates
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Elon Musk
AP Images
“I am against forcing people to be vaccinated. It’s something we shouldn’t do in America. Yes, the
unvaccinated are taking a risk. But people do risky things all the time.I believe we’ve got to watch out
for the erosion of freedom in America.”

The founder and owner of Tesla, Elon Musk proudly notes that his company delivered 936,000 cars to
eager customers in 2021, a rise of 87 percent from the year before. And he moved his company’s
headquarters from liberal California to conservative Texas. An outspoken defender of freedom, he
doesn’t hesitate to voice his opposition to forcing dubious healthcare procedures on people. 
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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